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August 17, 1992
C000-92-1798
C321-92-2184

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Att: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen:

Subject: Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Docket No. 50-219
Nitrogen Inerting System

On May 13,19'/2, a meeting was held at the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating
Station (OCNGS) with members of the staff to discuss the Oyster Creek Nitrogen
inerting System (NIS). 1he purpose of the meeting was to address the
reliability of the NIS to function under accident conditions (beyond the NIS
licensing basis); to identify system enhancements which would upgrade the NIS
capability to function under these accident conditions; and to reach agreement
on the actions required to resolve 10 CFR 50.44 issues. A meeting summary and
request for additional information regarding 6 specific items was issued by
the staff on May 27, 1992. Attachment I to this letter responds to the
six (6) items.

GPU Nuclear has reviewed the summary and is in overall agreement with the
contents. There are however specifics which require clarification.
Attachment 2 identifies the meeting summary statements and GPU Nuclear
clarifications.

While the staff indicated in their meeting summary that the NIS can be
considered as the post-LOCA system to satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR
50.44, it is important to note that the NIS was not designed to meet the
requirements of any section of 10 CFR 50.44. In our May 30, 1991 letter we
demonstrated that GPU Nuclear is in compliance with all applicable
requirements of 10 CFR 50.44. This compliance is not dependent on the NIS or
any of the enhancements to the NIS which were discussed at the May 13, 1992
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meeting. The NIS can however be utilized as a system which would function
under accident conditions beyond the NIS licensire, basis._ The system
enhancements described and committed to in Attachment-1 will improve the
overall reliability and capability of the NIS to function under these accident
conditions. j

We believe the information presented in this submittal together with >

information contained in our May 30, 1991 letter should resolve the staff's
remaining concerns on combustible gas control at Oyster Creek. As discussed

- during our meeting of_May 13, 1992, we request the staff review the
information and respond in a timely manner.

/
) .,

R. L. - Long ' b
Vice President and Director"

Corporate Services and 1MI-2 ;

Divisions i
,

:

Attathments (2)
Enclosures (6)

cc: Administrator, Region 1
NRC Oyster Creek Project Manager
Senior Resident inspector *
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ATTACHMEff" 1

1. A discussion of the entire process to inert the containment. This
should identify the spec'fic valves that are opened, closed, or
regulated during the process. For each valve, information that is
available to show operability should be provided. Valve operations to
terminate the operation should also be included.

RESPONSE:

A copy of section 4 of Operating Procedure 312, " Reactor
Containment Integrity and Atme phere Control" (Enclosure 1) is
provided to describe the nit Ngen irerting process and the
operations necessary to terminate the process. This document '

identifies the specific valves that are opened, closed, or
regulated during the process._ Figure 312 2, " Reactor Containment
Pre-Containment inerting Valve Check-Off List" (Enclosure 2) and
GPU Nuclear Orawing No 13432.19-1, ''Nitrogan Supply System Flow
Diagram" (Enclosure 3) are provided to identify and locate

.

specific components referenced in the procedure. Information to
demonstrate operability is provided by the flow indicating
recorder and downstream temperature indicator in the Control Room.
This verifies-that nitrogen is being added to containment and also
that the valves have operated properly. These parameters are
constantly monitored during the inerting evolution. |

2. A similar discussion should be provided for the makeup mode.

RESPONSE:

A copy of section 6 of Station Procedure 312, " Reactor Containment
Integrity and Atmosphere Cor. trol" (Enclosure 4) is provided to
describe the nitrogen makeup process and the operations necessary
to terminate the process. Figure 312-3, " Reactor Containment
Nitrogen Supply Shutdown Valve Check Off List" (Enclosure 5) and
GPU Nuclear Drawing No 13432.19-1, " Nitrogen Supply System flow
Diagram" (Enclosure 3) are provided to identify and locate
specific components referenced in the procedure. The Nitrogen
Makeup System remains _ aligned and is available whenever primary
containment is required by Technical Specifications and the
containment is inerted. Operabi_lity is demonstrated when makeup
is required. Opening of the drywell and-tores irolation valves
will result in immediate indication of nitrogen flow a; the makeup
flow indicating recorder located on the !ame panci-as the valve 4

control switches in the control room.
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3. If a component or pipe fails during the above operations, a discussion
of both the repair procedures and the timeliness should be provided. in
particular, address the possibility of extended periods between
identification of a failed component and the actual repair. Past repair
data should be included to support the discussion.

RESPONSE: ;

There are no specific repair procedures for any NIS component and-
existing maintenance records do not accurately identify repair
times. When a component needs repair, a work request is written
and prioritized based on the needs of the plant. For example, if
we-were attempting to inert the containment after start up, but
the vaporizer heaters failed and were unable to support inerting,
a high priority would be given to the work request that was
written to fix the system. This would apply to both the Nitrogen
Makeup and the Purge Systems,

if the system failed during emergency conditions, and was
subsequently,needed by the E0Ps, a repair would be
engineered immediately. The Emergency Response personnel
would be briefed as to how to resolve the problem, and the
problem would be corrected. No work order or prioritization
would be required in this condition.

It'should be noted that normal repairs to the tank and other
equipment on the nitrogen pad are performed by a contractor
under an existing service contract.. GPU Nuclear personnel
are'however familiar with this equipment and in the past
have worked closely with the contractor to effect repairs.
Normal repairs to any other portion of the system are
performed by plant personnel. Emergency repairs to all
portions of the system are performed by plant personnel.

4. A alscussion of the E0P changes that will be made to incorporate this
system into the overall plant response. A schedule for implementation
should be provided.

RESPONSE:

At present,-the NIS is already incorporated into the-E00s and is
used in the purge mode to dilute the gases in containment during
venting. Venting is called for'in the E0Ps if; hydrogen
concentration in containment is above 0.5% and the off site
radioactivity release rate is expected to remain below that which
would require the declaration of an Unusual Event; or hydrogen
concentration reaches 6% and oxygen concentration is above 5%.

:
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This methodology is consistent with the strategy
established by the BWROG and approved by the NRC. The
specific improvements planned for completion by the
end of the 14R outage are identified in the response
to item number six (6).
When the enhancements are accomplished, the NIS will be more
reliable, and easier to use during emergency situations.

Although the specific revisions to the E0Ps as a ' 'J1t of these
enhancements can not be identified until after-th 11fications
ara in place, the revisions will be completed prior to restart
from the 14R outage. This schedule is consistent with
administrative requirements which ensure procedure changes are in
place prior to use of a new system or modification.

5. The operation of the system during a post LOCA event should be
addressed.. The detail should be similar to the descriptions provided

3for normal operation. Both loss of off site power and with off site '

power should be considered. System performance should include nitrogen
flow rate up to 50 percent of containment design pressure as well as the
effects of ambient temperatures.

RESPONSE:

As stated in the response to item 4 above, the NIS is already
incorporated into the E0Ps. The operation of the system during a
post-LOCA eh nt would be in accordance with these established
procedures.

After completion of the modifications described in the response to
item 6, the NIS will be capable of performing its function during
a loss of off site power condition.

Presently the-EOPs do not direct _the operator to pressurize i

containment up to 50% of the containment design pressure. However
a calculation was performed to ansure the NIS has this capability.
The calculation provides the flow rates for the Nitrogen Purge, *

Nitrogen Makeup and the proposed Alternate Nitrogen Supply System.
The results for system flow rates at various containment pressures
are shown in the enclosed figures (Enclosure 6). The actual flow
rate passing through the vaporizer will depend on the system
resistance.

Ambient temperature does not-have a significant impact on Nitrogen
Purge System performance. During a normal plant start up, the
electrical purge vaporizer in the Nitrogen Purge System is used to
inert the containment.

|
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An ambient vaporizer is used in the Nitrogen Makeup System. Based
on vendor information, the existing ambient vaporizer has the
capability to provide a nitrogen gas outlet temperature of
approximately 20" below the ambient air temperature at rated flow
rate. Due to the relatively low flow rates in the Nitrogen
Makeup System and the long run of uninsulated piping inside
the warm Reactor Building, the effects of ambient
temperature on the Nitrogen Makeup System will also not
result in a significant impact on system performance,

following a post LOCA event coincident with the loss of off
site power, an Alternate Nitrogen Supply System with an
ambient vaporizer will be provided if necessary. A cold
ambient temperature will deliver nitrogen gas at a higher
density due to the relatively cold temperature of the
nitrogen gas at the outlet of the ambientcvaporizer. Since
the nitrogen flow rate is proportional to the square root of
the density of the nitrogen gas, a lower ambient temperature
will result in a higher flow rate by three (3) to four (4)
per cent compared to the above calculated flow rates.
Assuming cold weather conditions, the Alternate Nitrogen
Supply System flow may have to be throttled to avoid the
potential to introduce cold (less than 40*F) nitrogen gas.

6. The specific improvements that are planned to be added by March 1993.
These should include the Alternate Nitrogen Supply System, accumulators
for isolation valves, bypass switches, t!e combustion turbine, and
alternate power supplies. All of these improvements should be
considered available in responding to the above areas.

RESPONS1:

The specific improvements planned for completion by the end of the
14R outage include the following:

A. bypass- switch will be installed in the control room to-

permit operation of the purge and vent containment isolation
valves with a containment isolation signal present.

- The nitrogen purge isolation valves will be provided with
air accumulators in the event the normal air system becomes
unavailable. The accumulators will be sized such that they
can accomplish six (6) open and close cyclas.

;
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An Alternate Nitrogen Supply System can be provided if-

necessary. An agreement will be in effect with a nitrogen
supplier to provide a skid mounted portable system within,

areasonable time after being notified. A recent survey of
nitrogen suppliers in the region indicate that there are at
least two suppliers that are capable of providing nitrogen
withir. eight (8) to ten (10) hours.

An alternate nitrogen fill connection will be provided near -
-

the hardened vent valve station. The design of the
alternate-fill connection will permit a quick connection
with the Alternate Nitrogen Supply System.

The design of-the hardened vent modification will permit-

purging and venting of containment via a hard pipe flow
path. Soft vent paths wiil also be available.

In response to 10 CFR 50.63, Oyster Creek will install a-

connection to existing combustion turbines as an alternate
-AC (AAC) power source. The combustion turbines are capable
of supplying power to operate systems and components'in
excess of what is required for a postulated station black
out.
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ATTACHMENT 2

NRC statements are taken from the meeting summary dated May 27, 1992 from J.A.
Kudrick to A. Dromerick; subject " SUMMARY OF MAY 13, 1992 AUDIT WITH GPU
NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION (GPUN) TO DISCUSS MATTERS REGARDING THE NITROGEN
INERTING SYSTEM AT 1HE OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION."

STATEMENT: Page 2, Paragraph 2

"It was indicated that the system is normally operated severa'
times a day in the makeup mode."

CLARiflCATION:

The N15 system is not normally operated several times a day in the
makeup mode, it is operated on an as needed or day to day basis.
Pege nine (9) of the GPUN presentation states " TESTED BY ROUTINE
DAY-TO DAY OPEF,ATION OF THE SYSTEM." Makeup is dependent upon '

containment leakage and atmospheric conditions.

STATEMENT: Page 2, Paragraph 2

"This is the mode that would be used if needed during
a post-LOCA event." +

o

CLARIFICATION:

Dcpendant upon the specific circumstances and needs of
tF post accident _ event, both the nitrogen makeup
and/or the laerting mode could be used.

STATEMENT: Page 2, Paragraph 3

"GPUN indicated that a survey of nitrogen suppliers in the
area shows two suppliers that could provide this alternate
system within 8 to 10-hours after being notified."

CLARIFICATION:

The survey conducted was not an exhaustive search of suppliers
and therefore should not infer that there-are only two (2)
suppliers. Page-17 of the GPU Nuclear presentation states "A,

i SURVEY OF NITROGEN SUPPLIERS IN THE REGION INDICATE THAT THERE
,

!
ARE AT LEAST TWO SUPPLIERS THAT ARE CAPABLE OF PROVIDING N!TROGEN
WITHIN 8-10 HOURS."

.
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STATEMENT: Page 2, Paragraph 3 and Paragraph 5

"The remaining vulnerabilities would be eliminated by i

modifications GPUN stated they will make in 14R refueling outage
(3/93) to the air and electrical supplies to the containment

- isolation valves and proceduro changes to an existing purge flow
path in the event of a interfacing system failure during makeup." ,

"The necessary hookup features at the plant to allow use of this
portable system will be completed by March,1993. In addition,
modifications to the containment isolation valves as part of the '

,

hardened vent and~S80 efforts address all the GPUN identified
system vulnerabilities in an adequate manner and will also be
completed by March 1993."

CLARIFICATION:

Not all of the remedial actions entail a modification. The
vulnerabilities and remedial actions are as described on pages 14
and 15 of:the GPU Nuclear presentation.

The modifications are currently planned for implementation during
the 14R refueling outage which is scheduled to start in November
of 1992. Should the outage schedule change or should other
unforseen circumstances occur, the modification implementation
date would also change accordingly.
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